To our members

“We held the line when it came to defending state environmental protections. Our advocacy, for example, helped stop deep cuts in the budgets for the parks and forests so many of us rely on to get away from it all.”

Thanks to your support, we’re proud to report we made tangible progress for Massachusetts’ environment this year.

We won a moratorium on logging in the forest that surrounds and filters the Quabbin Reservoir, the source of drinking water for 2 million Bay Staters. Now we need to make protection permanent.

This winter, we launched a new effort to restore and strengthen protections for the rest of our waterways, from the wide rivers out in Western Mass. to the beaches of the North Shore. The Environmental Protection Agency has announced plans to update clean water standards in such a way that will reduce sewage pollution—and restore protections that were called into question by controversial Supreme Court rulings for all of our waters. We’re working through the summer to make sure we show EPA leaders they have the support they need to take strong action to protect our waters from pollution.

Cape Wind finally won the approval of the Obama administration, and should be delivering clean, renewable power to Massachusetts by 2013. This year, we launched an effort to make it easier for Massachusetts families and businesses to save energy and money on their utility bills, delivering on the promise of the Green Communities Act we helped pass in 2009.

And, on the last day of 2010, former Massachusetts Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs Ian Bowles set into statute a target of reducing global warming pollution 25 percent below 1990 levels by 2020. After the Global Warming Solutions Act passed in 2008, Environment Massachusetts staff worked to ensure that our standards would be as strong as possible. I am proud to report that they are. Now we move on to the implementation phase of our groundbreaking environmental legislation.

We continued to hold the line on environmental protections: Our advocacy helped stop deep budget cuts for the parks and forests that we use to get out of town with friends and family. Finally, we joined our sister groups in calling for a moratorium on new drilling in the wake of the Gulf oil spill, which we are happy to report President Obama approved in December.

When the to-do list for the environment looks like a tall order, our continued victories remind me that—with you at our side—a cleaner, greener, more sustainable future is always within our grasp.

And as we work toward that future, your support makes all of our progress possible. Thank you.

Ben Wright
Advocate, Environment Massachusetts
Go solar Massachusetts

Massachusetts is at the forefront of solar policy in the country, but we can do better. Pioneering programs like Massachusetts’ net-metering laws and Solar Renewable Energy Credits market are paving the way for new solar development across the commonwealth. This year, our staff have been able to take part in unveilings of several projects around Boston, and we’re excited to see many more in the coming months.

More solar rooftops statewide

Every hour, the sun radiates more energy onto the Earth’s surface than the entire human population uses in a year. But what about Massachusetts, where the weather changes more often than the Red Sox change shortstops? It turns out that our state has greater solar potential than Germany, the world's second most advanced country when it comes to installed solar energy systems. In 2010, we helped Massachusetts take steps to harness some of this incredible potential to power our lives with clean, renewable energy.

The solar investments spurred on by the landmark Global Warming Solutions Act, which passed with Environment Massachusetts support in 2008, and the solar programs made possible by the Green Communities Act, which also passed with our support in 2008, are starting to bear fruit.

• A net-metering program is allowing homeowners who install solar energy systems to sell any excess power they generate back to their local utility company, helping to make solar more affordable.

• Under the Solar Renewable Energy Credits program, homeowners can earn incentives to offset the cost of solar installation.

• As a result, from Georges Island, to East Boston, to Kenmore Square, solar installations are already generating electricity on rooftops all over the region.
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Top: Environment Massachusetts Advocate Ben Wright speaks with Brendan Neagle at a ribbon-cutting ceremony in Chelsea. Bottom: The number of solar jobs in Massachusetts increased by 23 percent last year.
For decades, more than 2 million Massachusetts residents have been able to count on clean, healthy drinking water from the Quabbin Reservoir. The forest land surrounding the Quabbin—set aside years ago thanks to the foresight of the state—filters out pollutants and helps maintain some of the purest drinking water in the country. By protecting this land, we’ll ensure safe and pure drinking water that Bay Staters can depend on for generations to come.
Protecting the drinking water supply for 2 million people

The forest land surrounding the Quabbin Reservoir acts as a natural filter—such a good filter, in fact, that the city of Boston has saved hundreds of thousands of taxpayer dollars by not having to build a treatment system to serve the same purpose. That’s why, when we learned that the land around the Quabbin was being criss-crossed by logging trucks and chainsaws, and razed by clearcuts, we sprang into action. Thanks to a spirited campaign by our staff, our members, and our allies, we won a moratorium on logging in the Quabbin watershed, and a victory for our drinking water.

Grassroots action halts clear-cuts

As summer 2010 began, only 40 percent of our state forest lands were protected from logging. And despite bans on even ball-playing and bike riding around the Quabbin, logging was not prohibited. By July, the state expanded its ban on logging to 60 percent of state forests, including the forests surrounding the Quabbin Reservoir. Here’s what happened:

• In the spring, Environment Massachusetts Advocate Ben Wright met with Patrick administration officials, and urged them to declare the Quabbin and other sensitive lands around water supplies off-limits to logging.

• In May, our canvassers and online organizers reached out to people all over the commonwealth, from Wollaston to Winchendon, gathering thousands of signatures calling for better protection. Activists wrote letters to the editor, and staff met with state leaders.

• In May, a water main carrying water from the Quabbin burst and Boston residents were advised to boil their water for days. Millions learned firsthand what can happen when we take our water for granted, and we mobilized more support for protecting the Quabbin.

• In July, the Patrick administration agreed to suspend logging, pending scientific review and a public comment period, at least through 2011.

The next step: A permanent ban

Our summer campaign was a success. When the summer began, only 40 percent of state-owned forest lands were protected from logging; now that number is 60 percent. But while this time-out on logging is an important first step toward ensuring the safety of our drinking water, it’s only a time-out. In 2011, we’re continuing to push for a permanent ban on logging around the Quabbin, so we can ensure that our drinking water remains some of the most naturally pure in the country for generations to come.
Harnessing the wind

Anyone who has felt the sails of her or his boat fill as it cuts through the waves of Boston Harbor, or chased a runaway hat down the beach, knows that the wind is a powerful energy resource. The wind that blows across the open ocean and whips over our mountain ridges can generate the electricity we use to power our homes and businesses—we just need to harness it. In 2010, Massachusetts took a giant step toward that goal.
A major victory for Cape Wind, more challenges to come

Massachusetts has long been a nationwide leader on clean energy. We’ve taken the initiative by passing the landmark Global Warming Solutions Act, and mandated that 15 percent of our energy come from clean, renewable sources by 2020. While turning those visionary policies into real renewable energy generation projects has meant going into battle with special interests and their allies in the state Legislature, we won some big victories in 2011.

Clean power for 3/4 of Cape Cod homes
We moved a big step closer in April to Environment Massachusetts’ goal of repowering 1 million Massachusetts homes with energy from the wind by 2020: The Obama administration granted its final approval to Cape Wind, the 468-Megawatt project that will power more than three-quarters of the homes on Cape Cod and the Islands with clean, renewable energy that won’t run out and won’t pollute.

- Over the past few years, we’ve raised public awareness and support, worked with lawmakers, and led rallies to show that Bay Staters want to take advantage of the wind that blows off our shores.

- In late 2010, we joined the National Wildlife Federation, Mass Audubon and the Conservation Law Foundation in releasing a report on the opportunities for offshore wind development up and down the East Coast. Among the advantages of building off New England’s shores: strong and consistent wind, shallow water, and storms that generally fall within capacity for standard turbines to withstand.

Senate approves onshore wind bill
As we make steady progress toward building an offshore wind farm that will power hundreds of thousands of homes, we have a long way to go onshore. Right now, it is actually easier to get permission to build a coal-fired power plant than a wind turbine in Massachusetts—a shocking example of our short-sighted dependence on dirty energy.

- The next step is to pass the Wind Energy Siting Reform Act, which will help put wind projects on equal footing with fossil fuel plants in the early stages of siting and construction.

- While the bill had the support of a broad coalition of environmental and municipal groups, was approved by the Massachusetts Senate in January 2010, and received hundreds of individual comments in support from Bay Staters, it died in the Massachusetts House of Representatives. We’ll try again in 2011.

Top: Gov. Deval Patrick at Deer Island wastewater treatment facility, which now uses self-generated renewable energy for 1/4 of its power. Bottom: Tourists visiting an offshore wind farm in Denmark.
Energy efficiency

The cheapest, cleanest, fastest way to save energy and reduce our carbon footprint is to use energy more efficiently. Yet more than 40 percent of the energy we use still literally flies out our drafty windows, doors, attics, walls and chimneys. This year, Environment Massachusetts launched a new initiative to help our families and communities get on the path toward more energy-efficient homes and businesses, one step at a time.
Environment Massachusetts opens an online Energy Efficiency Headquarters

There are plenty of government agencies, utility programs, nonprofit organizations and others ready to help Massachusetts families save energy. Yet with so many rebates, discounts, financing deals and other incentives, it’s hard to know where to start. That’s why Environment Massachusetts, with support from the Mass Energy Consumers Alliance, created our online Energy Efficiency Headquarters.

**Guide explains energy-saving options**
The online guide is designed to help people cut through the clutter and pick what works for them.

- Step one is to visit the Environment Massachusetts website, where you can click through to our Energy Efficiency Headquarters.

- On the site, you can sign up for a free energy audit, the results of which will give you a detailed blueprint of potential energy-saving investments for your home.

- The site also offers step-by-step links to the credits, rebates and other incentives that can reduce upfront costs and accelerate the return on your energy-efficiency investment.

**More than 100 sign up for home energy audits**
Environment Massachusetts Advocate Ben Wright has promoted the program in district meetings in Andover, Pittsfield and other communities, as well as through emails to our online supporters list.

- So far, more than 100 people have signed up for the free energy audits.

- Many of Massachusetts’ varied energy efficiency programs are available thanks to Environment Massachusetts’ work to pass the Green Communities Act, and our work with the Patrick administration and municipalities to fund state and local energy efficiency programs through the federal stimulus plan.
Clean rivers, clean beaches

Massachusetts is defined by water—bound by our coast to the east, criss-crossed by dozens of rivers and streams, and dotted by some 3,000 lakes and ponds, all of which play a role in our history, our culture and our lives. After decades of industrial pollution and sewage discharges, our waters are bouncing back. Yet the price of clean water is, to paraphrase Thomas Jefferson, eternal vigilance. In 2010, we made progress toward stronger protections for our rivers, streams and beaches.
Restoring protection to our waters: Clearing up the Clean Water Act

Recent Supreme Court decisions have weakened the Clean Water Act and called into question whether more than half of our state's streams—including waters that feed rivers like the Charles and the Connecticut—are even protected anymore. Without these safeguards, polluters can dump waste with impunity, and our rivers and lakes pay the price. In 2010, we worked to restore protections to all of our waters.

**EPA moves to close the loophole**

For more than a year, big polluters and their cronies in Congress blocked legislation to restore the Clean Water Act. We made progress in the U.S. House, only to be turned back. With action at a standstill on Capitol Hill, Environment Massachusetts joined our national federation in pushing the Environmental Protection Agency to step in and restore full protections to the streams and wetlands that feed our rivers, lakes and ocean.

- 52 percent of Massachusetts' streams and wetlands could now be open to unlimited dumping by big polluters.
- In early 2011, we delivered more than 10,000 comments from all over the country to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson (shown on previous page), telling her why Americans love our waterways and want them protected. Jackson has moved to take administrative action, and clear up the confusion in the Clean Water Act where Congress will not.

**Action taken to reduce sewage pollution**

The EPA also announced its intention to take action aimed at reducing sewage and other forms of stormwater pollution in our rivers and other waters—pollution that can lead to beach closings when bacteria-laden water reaches the coast.

- In 2010, Environment Massachusetts worked to document the effects of stormwater and runoff pollution in the media and through meetings with our congressional delegation.
- Moving into 2011, Environment Massachusetts will encourage Administrator Lisa Jackson to set stronger standards to reduce sewage pollution and dumping.
- Environment Massachusetts campaign staff will talk to more than 200,000 Massachusetts residents from Pittsfield to Provincetown to demonstrate the Bay State's support for clean water.
There should be no place in the air we breathe for pollution and toxic chemicals that can trigger a wide range of health effects, from asthma attacks to heart attacks, from learning disorders to birth defects. In the 40 years since the Clean Air Act took effect, we’ve made remarkable progress, though not without more than a few fights along the way. Yet under pressure from oil companies, the coal industry and others, some members of Congress sought in 2010 to weaken the Clean Air Act and block the EPA from doing its job.

Defending the Clean Air Act

In 2010, oil, coal and other polluting industries ramped up their efforts to persuade Congress to block the EPA from limiting harmful pollutants in our air. Unfortunately, while most of our congressional delegation stood firm in defense of the Clean Air Act, when the issue came to a vote last spring, Sen. Scott Brown sided with the polluters.

- After Sen. Brown was sworn into office in February, Environment Massachusetts and our coalition partners mobilized 10,000 supporters to call the senator and 20,000 supporters to email him in support of strong EPA action to limit air pollution, including the pollution that causes global warming.

- In July, Environment Massachusetts organized a fly-in of business, faith and student leaders to meet directly with Senator Brown’s staff.

- After the November 2010 election, Congress intensified and expanded its attacks on the Clean Air Act, aiming to block the EPA from updating standards designed to reduce mercury and other pollutants from power plants. We’re still urging all of our state’s congressional delegation—especially Sen. Brown, whose vote carries extra weight as a moderate Republican—to reject any attempt to block the EPA from protecting our health and our environment against harmful air pollution.
Environment Massachusetts supporters

Citizen support is the cornerstone of Environment Massachusetts. Thousands of Massachusetts citizens supported Environment Massachusetts and the Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center by making membership contributions in 2010. The members listed below were particularly generous in backing the organizations’ research and advocacy. Names that appear in italics denote Monthly Supporters. These members provide stability to the organizations’ resources through our monthly giving program.

Development Committee
The following members supported Environment Massachusetts and/or Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center with contributions of $2,000 or more in 2010:
April Bodman • David and Jan Bundy • Michele Demarest • Elizabeth Driehaus • Janet and Churchill Franklin • Margot Kittredge and Bonnie MacDowell • Chris and Sally Lutz • Bruce Douglass McHenry • Dawn O’Brien • Douglas H. Phelps • Kamla and Daya Puls • Margaret Winslow

Patrons
The following members supported Environment Massachusetts and/or Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center with contributions between $1,000 and $1,999 in 2010:
Eric Bachman • Maren Batalden and Patricia Parala • Jeff Browning • Doris Burford and Donna Casali • Scott Champagne and Mary Beth Pierog • C. Russel Deburlo • Joanne and Rich Flathers • Rebecca Jones • Joy Lucas • Pamela Lyons • Kevin Maloney • Rob Mancuso • Eileen and Oliver Mathieu • Harry Messier • Neil Miller • Suzanne Newton • David Phillips • Deanne Payne Rokowski • Joel Schwartz • Marion Smith • Abby Sosland • Geertruida Veldman and Robert Kamen • Mary M. and Edward Wendell

Sponsors
The following members supported Environment Massachusetts and/or Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center with contributions between $500 and $999 in 2010:
Rachel and Adam Albright • Fred Boak • Stephen Bradley • David Buchanan • Donald Campbell and Ruth McKay • Derek Chilvers • Jeff Clements • Doug Danoff • Peter Dean • Mary Diaz-Prybyl • Sarah Doering • Janet and Mark Fagan • Marcia Folsom • Alicia Furman • John Gentile • Wade Greene • Evelyn Harris • Thomas and Theresa Harrison • John Hosken • Susanna Kamon • Ralph Kelly and Ruth Fretts • Hall Kirkham • Mary Anne Lambert and David Litwack • Suzanne Lee and George Felin • William Marshall • Rosemary Masse • Robert C. Meier • Anne Meyer • Jeff Morrow • Dominica Nichols • Clarinda Northrop • Clare Nunes • Ronald O’Connor • Teresa and Robert Peacock • Patti Pearce • Kimberly Rawlins and David Pilgrim • Colin Reuter • Matthew Sakai • Donald Schocz • Matthew Schofield and Jessie Robban • Jayden Simonson • Paula Swartz • Susan and Phillip Trackman • Marcy Tyre and Forrest Berkley • Orla Uber • Polly and Jerry Vanasse • Anne Vanderweil • Jeanne Vaneco • Peter Walker • Kim Wiemeyer

Supporters
The following members supported Environment Massachusetts and/or Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center with contributions between $250 and $499 in 2010:
Eric Abbott • Douglas and Linda Ackerman • Ann and Albert Ackil • Susan S. Adams • Devin Ahern • Joann Albertin • Margaret and Michael Alexander • Allison Aley • Mario Alonso • Margarita Alvarez and Robert Curley • Jill Appel • Alfred Ashford • Joel Askenase • Rebecca Backmender and Greg Smith • James Baker • Deborah and John Baldwin • Barbara Bartlett • John and Sage Belber • Mary Bergman • Robert Berry • Cori Bielecki • Lisa Binette • Joseph Birgin • Paul Bisi • Matt Blake • Michael Blasiak • Holly Boordon • Anita Breaton • Susan Brickman • Michael Brower • Thomas A. Brown and Chagit Steiner • Kurt Buermann and Marie Mercier • Edward J. Burke • Kenneth Burwood • Ethan Butler • Julia Butler
Supporters (continued)

- Peter Byerly • Stephanie Byttebier • Sarah Callahan and David Armstrong • Colleen Campbell • Cathy Cannon • Brenda Capello • Tony Carleton • Elizabeth Casey • Robin Cassel • Richard and Barbara Cataldo • Louis Cato • Andrew Cedarbaum • Laura Chandler • Regina Chang and Dean Westervelt • Tien-Lan Chang • Lily Chen • Chris Churchill • Shepard A. Clough • Nancy Clune • Emily Collins • Alison Conant and Richard Frank • William Lindsay and Kirsten Congleton • Scott and Renee Connolly • Anne Conquest • Doug Coote • Michael Corbett • David Cort • Kathleen Cover and Malcolm Lloyd • Karen Cowles • Leanne Cowley and Steven Galante • Deborah P. and Conrad Cutcliffe • Steven D. Amico • Karolyn J. Darwish • Allan Dean • Beth Dennison • Bruce Depper • John Dinneen • Donna Drigotas • Rohan Dsoza • Christine Dugan • Robert Dunbar • Sylvia Duncan • Paul and Christi Dzieniegelewski • Lynn and David Eikenbery • Claire Enright • Nancy Epstein • Paul and Andy Epstein • Leonard Eusebi • Margo Evans • Alan Ewlad • Peter Falabella • John Fanton • Ron Farnsworth • George Favalaro • Judith V. Feinberg • David Wood and Eli Ferry • Carol Findell • David Fischer • Tracy and Joe Follansbee • Susan and Bruce Foster • Whitney Foster • David Frink • Tony and Carol Friscia • Alberto Gabbai and Silvia Persico • Jonna Gaboria • Alexi Gaidarzhy • Dennis Gaitgory • Stuart Gardner • Sarah M. Gates • Ryan Gelianski-Moir • Carol Geremia • David Gessner • Kathleen Gibbon • Christopher Giles • Lisa Gilligan • Peter Gish and Robin Kaise • Margaret M. Gold, MD • Nathan Goldshlag • Patricia Golemme • Elizabeth Goulart • Peter Grandonico • John and Peg Granda • Alden Booth and Li Greenough • Marjorie and Nick Grevelle • Lisa Griffith • Tim Groves • Terry and Andy Hackford • Katherine and Charles Hugman • Edward and Barbara Popoloski Hall • John Hall • Peggy and Louis Hall • Sherry Hall • Anne and Theodore Hammett • Linda Hammett-Ory • John Hansen • Clarke E. and Marty Harris • Lisa J. Harris and Kevin Fogarty • Michael and Melissa Hawkins • Ruth Hawks and Gretchen Adams • Sandra Hebert and Charles Racey • Andrew Hedland • Robert and Margaret Herrick • John Hersey • Cristina Heves • Ellen Heye • Diane Hildreth • Norman Hillman • Kate Hixon • Diane Holdsko • Kathleen Holland and William Crowley • Donna Hollinger • Ann Hospetehorn and Albert Wallstrom • Rebecca and Kevin Hovea • Jennifer Huntington • Jonathan and Janet Hushand • Richard Hussar • Kevin Hutchinson • Sharon Irvin • Scott James • Jo Anna Jameson • Chris James • Tim James • Jo Anna Jameson • Chris and Tim Johnson • Jennifer Johnson • Cynthia Johnston and Norbert Mix • Kathleen Johnstone • Chris Jones • William Kane • Betty Kaspris • Amalie Kass • Elizabeth Keeley • Thomas and Diane Kennedy • Vinh Khue • Elnor Kieffer • Brent Kim • Nancy Kimmett • Greg and Amy Klee • Arnold Knaudt • Charles and Kathy Knight • Elizabeth Viola Knoulas • Amelia Koch and Jessica Russell • Manfred Kollmeier • Akshay Kolte • Angelika Kratzer • Gregory Kubala • Stephen Kuri • Sharon Kuong • Johnny Kwan • Jonathan Landman and Joan Balban • Adlai Lang • Jill Langston • Peter Lapointe • Steven Laven and Cynthia Meyers • Stacey S. Lee • Rod and Linda Leethy • Aaron Levine • Benjamim Lewis • Monica and Peter Liberan • David Lisak • John Loehmann • Paula Lojek • Karen Longeteig • David Looker • Joanna Loveluck • Peter A. and Lois Lundell • Eunice and James MacAllister • R. Majdalany • Shirley Tango Mametta • Caroll Manning • Peggy Mansperger • Gayle Marcella • Simone Margolis • Herbert L. Marsh • Les Mc Donough • Bailey McAndrews • Nicole and William McCarthy • Robert McClellan • Tel McCormick • Marian McDonald • Mary McDonald • William Mellins • Amy Melzer and Philip McArthur • Amy Merrill • Susan Mikula • Trevor Miller and Trevor Williams • Brenda and Ryan Minesinger • D. Mitchell • Susan Moore • Timothy Moore • Hannah Morehouse • Edmund Morgan • Hilary Morrison • Elizabeth Moylan • Brooke Muggia • David and Marion Mussata • Annie Neary • Aleksey Nelpa • Jenny and Ted Nelson • Eta Newton • Lisa Norris • Ellen O’Connor • Eric Oddfellow • Janna Oddfellow • Vincent Olson • Oved Oulure • Edward T. O’Neill • Martin and Diana Palade • Aurelia Palacheckas • Jennifer Patton • Andrew Payne • Katherine Pegors • Anne Peretz • Daniel Perry • Florence and Pamela Perry • Allen Petersen • Kay Pierce • Robert Pierce • Dianne Pingree • Mark Pinis • Jacob Primeaux • Lauret Prior • Michael Prusak • Susan Rauchwerk • Ranzi Rayess • Justin Raymond • Jill Richardson • Geoffrey Richon • Nathalie Rioux • Mary Beth Roache • Alison and Mitchell Robbins • Patricia Roberts • G. A. Rockefeller • Jeff Rockwell • Deanne Rohan • Robert Rosenthal and Lisa Sears • Marie Rudden • Jennifer Ruddy • Paul Rudolph • Jonathan Ruppert • Susan Ryan • Alicia and William Salkiewicz • Phil Salkind • Yelena Samishefa • I1ise and Walter Sangree • Noah Schectman and Mitchell Rosenberg • Peter Schilfel • Stephen and Beth Schuster • Elliot Schwartz • Rachel Schwarz • Sarah Selden • Dhamesh Shah • Henry and Cathy Shaw • Margaret Sheridan • David Simon • Nathaniel and Kathie Sims • Leena Singh • Lakshmi Sitvasankar • Baren Siugh • A. Homer Skinner • Patrick Slaney • Tsila Sloane • Carolyn Smith • Dan Smith • John K. Smith • Jeanne K. and Francis Smith • Thomas Smith • Jennifer and Nathan Spencer • Kathy and Steven Sperrazza • Jonathan Spofford • Ted Standish • Gary Stanton • John and Louise Stebbins • Leigh Ann Steele • Alisa Stepian • Martha Stewart • Matthew Stewart • Vincent Storie • Ingrid Strong • Elizabeth Sturgen • Inge Sullivan • Kathleen Sylvia • Sarah Tanner • Richard Tavilla • Elizabeth Taylor • Keith Therrien and Brenda Hicks • Michael Thomas • Richard and Lois A. Thorne • Jose Ticona • Beverly S. Tilden • Ann Tobey • Jonathan Todl • Dennis Townsend • Michael Trainer • Joanna and Nigel Travis • Eric and Elizabeth Truebenbach • Christine and Peter Vannakas • Patrick and Barbara Venn • Gerard and Judith Vichniac • Sarah Vigeland • Robert Vinci • Jonathan Vizminas • Donna Wainwright and Alan Field • Margaret Wall
Supporters (continued)

- Philip Wallas and Lynn Hallen • Liam Wang • Dedalus Wanwright • Lisa Watkins • Stuart Watson • Eloïse Weaber • Pamela Weatherbee • Leon Weaver • Rachel Werkman • Carol White • Cheryl White • E. Dale White • Scott D. Wilkinson • Alane and Karl Wiklund • Susan Wilcox • T. Walley Williams • Thomas and Dorothy Wilson • Ingo Winzer • Ron Wolanin • Rob Wolff • Howard Wolpert and Myra Cipes • Gwen Wong • Kevin Wormstead • John S. Yates Jr • Peter Yeager and Kathy Kram • Virginia and Edward Young • Quinton Zondervan and Radhika Naipal

Foundation support

The Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center is a 501(c)(3) organization, and conducts research and public education on emerging environmental issues. Contributions to the Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center are tax-deductible. To find out more, contact Ben Wright at (617) 747-4400. The Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center would like to thank following foundations for supporting our work in 2010:

- Mass Energy Consumers Alliance • Energy Foundation via Environment America • Churchill and Janet Franklin Family Foundation • Merck Foundation via EA • Oak Foundation via EA • Rockefeller Foundation via EA • Dr. and Mrs. Joel S. Golden Fund • North Road Charitable Trust • The Alliance for Climate Protection

Financial information

The charts below represent the combined financial information for Environment Massachusetts and Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center for the Fiscal Year 2010.

FY10 Income
- Citizen Members 68%
- Foundation Grants 32%

FY10 Expenses
- Program 75%
- Fundraising 17%
- Administration 8%

FY10 Program Expenses
- Repower Massachusetts 44%
- Protect the Quabbin 43%
- Clean Water 7%
- Global Warming Solutions 3%
- Our Health, Our Environment 3%

Building a greener future

Environment Massachusetts and Environment Massachusetts Research & Policy Center gratefully accept bequests, beneficiary designations of IRAs and life insurance, and gifts of securities to support our work. Your gift will assure that we can continue to protect Massachusetts’ air, water and open spaces for future generations. For more information, call 1-800-841-7299 or send an email to: PlannedGiving@EnvironmentMassachusetts.org